Communication is Critical
TO YOUR BUSINESS SECURITY SYSTEM

Constantly Connected
No matter where you are, you can interact with others
via a variety of communication platforms from an

FEATURES YOU CAN
DEPEND ON
AUTO ARMING

Automatically schedule arming and
disarming of individual areas in your
facility with this feature giving you
the confidence that your system is
armed nightly.

unlimited number of sources.
By taking advantage of cellular, network, and other
communication links, we are able to provide businesses
with increased security, added convenience, and a
constantly growing list of useful features.

Your Silent Sentry
Smart business owners create a vastly increased level
of security by having their system monitored. When
there’s an alarm, the system automatically alerts
our monitoring center so we can instantly dispatch
appropriate emergency responders.

RED-ILLUMINATED KEYPAD

Most systems automatically reset after
an alarm has been tripped. Yours will
illuminate red until YOU reset it. If you
arrive at the office and see red, you
know there was trouble – and that the
intruder could still be inside.

CODELESS ENTRY

Instead of entering a code on the
keypad, just wave your proximity key
next to the keypad to turn the system
on or off.

AREA ARMING

This allows areas within your
company to be armed separately, such
as an IT area or warehouse that may
have different arming times.

LOCKDOWN

The XR Series allows all public
doors and Z-wave locks to lock by
pressing “Lockdown.”

Having your alarm system monitored 24/7 by our
operators offers peace of mind. Your system will alert
our monitoring center of any system triggered alarms
whether medical, duress, panic, fire, or burglary. In the
event of an emergency, responders will be notified.

Communication Options

Control Your Business

When selecting your security system, one of the

A cellular connection to your security system also makes it

most important considerations is availability of
needed communication links, and the flexibility to

possible to add a variety of remote control features. Add the
optional Z-Wave® interface and inexpensive control devices,

add or select different links in the future. You have

and you can use your smartphone or mobile device to:

three options for connecting your system to our
monitoring center.
DIAL-UP PHONE LINES were once the

Remotely turn lights, signs, electronic equipment, 		
and other plug-in devices on or off.

only way to connect to a monitoring

Adjust thermostats, so you can set the temperature back

center, but dial-up is probably the least

after hours and then adjust it to a comfortable temperature

secure communication link because

while you are on the way to work… a real energy saver.

phone lines may be downed by weather
or cut by intruders.
NETWORK (Internet) connections
provide much higher communication
speeds than dial-up and also enable a
range of new features. With a network
connection, you can remotely access
your system and receive alerts/alarms

Lock or unlock doors, so you can let employees or service
people in.
Open or close your overhead/loading doors and check
the status of doors.
Automatically lock doors when you arm your system or
use Lockdown feature.

via e-mail.

Automatically turn on lights when your system has been

CELLULAR is emerging as the most

activated.

reliable and capable connection.
Your cellular connection can’t be
accidentally or intentionally cut, and
cellular opens the door to an incredible
assortment of mobile
security features.

Total Mobile Control
Include a cellular connection for your security
system, and you open the door to many options
for mobile control.
The Virtual Keypad™ app works on your
smartphone or mobile device. Download
the app, and you can access all of the most
commonly used security system functions
via an attractive graphic interface.

With a cellular connection you can control your security system
remotely, as well as control other devices such as locks, lights,
thermostats, and cameras.

Features to Protect and Manage
Your Business
Combine burglary and fire protection with
access control in a single system.
Choose cellular and network communication
options for added benefits.
Know what’s happening at your business with
alerts when staff arrive and leave and reports
of traffic counts and Early to Close/Late to Open.
Easy operation ensures your system will be used
by employees with fewer false alarms.

Remote Video Access
Use the Virtual Keypad app to
remotely access interior and exterior
wireless IP video cameras. View the
images live, record video clips,
or have clips emailed to you.

Built-in Prox

Keypad lighting illuminates
red during an alarm, and
remains red, so you can
instantly see that an alarm
has occurred while you
were out.
Most home control features
can be accessed via the
touchscreen keypad and the
Virtual Keypad app.

Contact us today for a free
evaluation and estimate!
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